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Topics 

 Object-Relational Data Model 

 Object-relational  features of SQL Standard 

 constructed composite types: ROW type, collection 

 user-defined  types: DISTINCT type, structured  type 

 typed  tables, type and table inheritance  

 REF type 

 Object-relational  features of IBM Informix  

 collection, user-defined  types 

 unnamed and named ROW type 

 type and table inheritance 

 OPAQUE type, DataBlade modules 

 Relational databases vs. OO databases vs. OR databases 
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Evolution of DBMS's 

 relational system (relational DBMS - RDBMS)  

 support high-level queries 

 relational data model has been used as the basis for commercial relational 
DBMS's  

 object-oriented system (object DBMS - ODBMS) 

 support "interesting" data types (audio, images, video  ...) 

 not very successful (insufficient efficacy to suppress widespread relational 
DBMS) 

 object-relational system (object-relational DBMS - ORDBMS) or enhanced 
relational systems 

 attempt to get the best of relational model and object-oriented approach 

 way of enhancing the capabilities of relational DBMS's with some of the 
features of object DBMS's, relation is still the fundamental abstraction  

 prototype of object-relational systems: Postgres (PostgreSQL) 

 example of extended commercial DBMS's : Oracle, IBM Informix 
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Nested relations (1) 

Example of nested relation: student administration system  
 each course has: 

 course ID 
 course name 
 set of lecturers 
 department 

courseID courseName lecturers dep(depID, depName) 

1 NMBP {Horvat, Hlapić} (ZPR, Zavod za …) 

2 SBP {Horvat} (ZPR, Zavod za …) 

course 

 domains of attributes lecturers and dep are nonatomic   course 
relation is not in first normal form (1NF) 

 1NF version of course: 

courseID courseName personID depID depName 

1 NMBP Horvat ZPR Zavod za … 

1 NMBP Hlapić ZPR Zavod za … 

1 SBP Horvat ZPR Zavod za … 

course1NF 

COURSE1NF = { courseID, courseName, personID, depID, depName } 

KCOURSE1NF = { courseID, personID} 

 one-to-one correspondence 
between tuples and courses is 
lost 

 redundancy 
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Nested relations (2) 

 after decomposition of course1NF: 

courseN(COURSE) 

courseID courseName depID 

1 NMBP ZPR 

1 SBP ZPR 

lecturer(LECTURER) 

personID 

Horvat 

Hlapić 

courseID personID 

1 Horvat 

1 Hlapić 

2 Horvat person (PERSON) 

department(DEP) 

 to obtain information about course - joins in queries are required 

depID depName 

ZPR Zavod za … 

COURSE= { courseID, courseName,  depID } 

LECTURER = { courseID, personID } 

DEP = { depID, depName } 

PERSON= { personID } 

KCOURSE = { courseID } 

KLECTURER = { courseID, personID } 

KDEP = { depID } 

KPERSON = { personID} 
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Nested relations (3) 

 Motivation: 

 permit non-atomic domains (e.g. set of integers, set of tuples) 

 use of nested relations leads to an easier-to-understand model 

 allows more intuitive modeling for applications with complex data 

 

 Intuitive definition: 

 allow relations wherever we allow atomic values - relations within 
relations 

 violates first normal form 

 retains mathematical foundation of relational model 
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Object-relational data model (1) 

 Based on the relational data model 

 preserve relational foundations, such as declarative access to data 

 keep the relation as the fundamental abstraction  

 upward compatibility with existing relational languages 

 Extend the relational data model by including object orientation 
and constructs to deal with added data types 

 attributes can contain complex values, including nested relation 

 increase modeling power,  increase the range of  applications 
 

 no single extended relational model - all models have some 
concept of "object" 
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Object-relational data model (2) 

 Extensions of relational model: 

 abstract data types (object types, structured user-defined types, ...) 

 object identity and reference types 

 methods for object types, encapsulation 

 user-defined CAST 

 object table, typed  tables 

 type and table inheritance 

 nested tables (complex attributes, collection types) 

 

 there is no DBMS's with all of extensions of relational model  

 different DBMS’s use different approaches 

 all major commercial DBMS’s implement some of extensions 
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DBMS Matrix 

  M. Stonebreaker, D. Moore: 
 Object-relational DBMS's – the next great wave, Morgan Kaufmann, 1996 

simple data complex data 

no ad hoc query 

ad hoc query 

file system object oriented  
database 

relational  
database 

object-relational  
database 
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SQL Standard: object-relational extensions  

 SQL:1999 includes a number of object-oriented features  
 type constructor for specifying complex objects, object  identity, 

encapsulation, inheritance 

 every data type is either: 

 predefined type 

 integer, float, character, boolean, datetime, interval ... 

 constructed type 

 atomic type 
 reference 

 composite type 
 collection: array, multiset 
 row 

 user-defined type (UDT) 
 distinct type 
 structured type 
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SQL Standard: Predefined types 

 name of a predefined data type is a reserved word specified by standard  

 atomic type - data type whose values are not composed of values of 
other data types 

smallint 

integer 

decimal 

numeric 

real 

float 

double 

Approximate Exact 

Numeric 

Fixed 

String 

BLOB Character Bit 

Varying CLOB Varyng Fixed 

Interval Boolean Datetime 

Temestamp 

Time 

Date 
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Example (1) 

 student administration system 

 person relation is not in 1NF 

personID FName LName address picture biography  

street 

 

city 

zipCode cityName 

11001 Hrvoje Novak Ilica 25 10000 Zagreb Rođen je ….. 

78936 Ana Kolar Marmontova 18 21000 Split 

person 

street city 

zipCod
e 

cityName 

person 

LName address personID FName picture biography  
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Example (2) 

 course information:  
 course ID,  

 name, 

 lecturer in charge, 

 set of lecturers , 

 set of students, 

 department (department ID and department name) 

 hierarchy of tables person, lecturer and student 

courseID courseName lectCh lecturers students dep 
(depID, depName) 

1 Napredni modeli i 
baze podataka 

123 {123,111, 

345,24} 

{13503, 14111, 
9000, 14678, …} 

(ZPR, Zavod za 
prim.računarstvo) 

course 
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LOB type(Large Object Type) (1) 

 table field that holds large amount of data (text documents, graphical 
data such as images and computer aided designs, audio and video data) 

 predefined data type (String) 

 Character Large Object (CLOB), National Character Large Object 
(NCLOB)  

 character strings (printable characters, tabs, newlines, newpages)  

 some standard string operation also operate on character large object 
strings (e.g. concatenation (||), functions SUBSTRING, UPPER, TRIM ...), 
comparison (LIKE, =, <>) 

Fixed 

String 

BLOB Character Bit 

Varying CLOB Varyng Fixed 

 Binary Large Object (BLOB)  

 binary string that does not have a 
character set or collation association 

 variable length sequence of octets 
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LOB tip (Large Object Type) (2) 

 

 

 

 

 locator  
 application retrieve a locator for a large 

object and use the locator to manipulate 
the object from the host language 

 

 limitations 
 cannot be referenced in GROUP BY 

clause, ORDER BY clause, used as a part of 
UNIQUE constraint, foreign key, ... 

CREATE TABLE person ( 
        personID  INTEGER, 
        FName     VARCHAR(25), 
        LName     VARCHAR(25), 
        biography CLOB (50K), 
        picture   BLOB (2M) 
); 

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION: 
   SQL TYPE IS BLOB_LOCATOR 
       picture_loc; 
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION; 
 
EXEC SQL 
   SELECT picture 
     INTO :picture_loc 
     FROM person 
    WHERE LName = 'Horvat'; 
 
INSERT INTO person 
   VALUES (..., :picture_loc); 
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SQL Standard: Constructed types 

 constructed types: 

 atomic  

 reference type - REF type 

 value of REF type references (or points to) some site holding a value 
of the referenced type 

 the only sites that may be so referenced are the rows of typed tables 
(every referenced type is a structured type)  

 composite 

 data type each of whose values is   

    composed of more values , each  

 of a declared data type  

 

 name of a constructed data type is a reserved word specified by standard  

 specified by an type constructor (REF, ARRAY, ROW) 

row collection 

multiset array 
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SQL Standard: ROW type (1) 

 constructed composite type 

 sequence of one or more (field name, data type) pairs, called fields  

 degree - number of elements 

 
 

 column of table can contain row values:  

ROW ( zipCode   INTEGER, 

      cityName  VARCHAR(20) 

    ) 

CREATE TABLE person ( 
        personID  INTEGER, 
        FName     VARCHAR(25), 
        LName     VARCHAR(25), 
        address   ROW ( street VARCHAR(50), 
                        city ROW ( zipCode      INTEGER, 
                                   cityName   VARCHAR(40)) 
                       ) 
); 
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SQL Standard: ROW type (2) 

 value of a row type consists of one value for each of its fields 

 value of a field is a value of its data type 

 ROW constructor is used to create an instance of a ROW data type 

 value of ROW element can be literal, function, and also result of query 

 e.g.  

 

    

 is a value of ROW type: 

 ROW(zipCode     INTEGER, 

    cityName  VARCHAR(20)) 

ROW(10000, 'Zagreb') 
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SQL Standard: ROW type (3) 

 inserting rows into the person table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 value of an element can be accessed using dot notation: 

 

INSERT INTO person VALUES( 

        34562, 

        'Hrvoje', 

        'Novak', 

         ROW('Ilica 25', 

              ROW (10000,'Zagreb') 

            ) 

); 

SELECT p.address.city.zipCode 

  FROM person p 

 WHERE p.address.street LIKE 'Ilica%'; 

CREATE TABLE person ( 

 personID INTEGER, 

 FName     VARCHAR(25), 

 LName     VARCHAR(25), 

 address   ROW(street  VARCHAR(50), 

               city ROW (zipCode    INTEGER, 
                         cityName VARCHAR(40) 

                         ) 

              ) 

); 
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SQL Standard: Collection 

 constructed composite type 

 comprises zero or more elements of a specified data type (element type) 

 collection types: 

 ARRAY  

 one-dimensional array with a maximum number of elements 

 SQL:1999 standard  

 MULTISET 

 unordered collection that does allow duplicates 

 SQL:2003 standard 

 SET 

 unordered collection that does not allow duplicates   

 LIST 

 ordered collection that allows duplicates  
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SQL Standard: ARRAY (1) 

 ordered collection of not necessarily distinct values, whose elements 
are referenced by their ordinal position in the array 

 accessing elements of an array by specifying the array index  

 index of element  [1, maximum cardinality] 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 two arrays of comparable element types are equal if they have the 
same cardinality and equal element value on every position 

 

CREATE TABLE course ( 
 courseID    INTEGER 
 courseName  VARCHAR(250), 
 lectCh      INTEGER REFERENCES lecturer(personID), 
 lecturers   INTEGER ARRAY[10] REFERENCES lecturer(personID), 
 students    INTEGER ARRAY[1000] REFERENCES student(personID), 
 department  ROW(depID CHAR(8), depName VARCHAR(50)), 
 PRIMARY KEY (courseID) 
) 
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SQL Standard: ARRAY (2) 

 inserting row with attribute of ARRAY type: 

 

 

 
 

 

 updating values of elements: 

 
 
 

 updating value of element at specified position: 

 

 

UPDATE course  
   SET students = ARRAY[13503, 14111, 9000] 
WHERE courseID = 1; 

INSERT INTO course VALUES(1, 'Napredni modeli i baze podataka', 
                          123,                   /*lecturer in charge*/ 
                          ARRAY[123,111,345,24], /*lecturers*/ 
                          ARRAY[],               /*students*/ 
                          ROW('ZPR','Zavod za prim.računarstvo') 
); 

UPDATE course SET students[4] = 14678 
WHERE courseID = 1; 

INSERT INTO course (…, ARRAY(SELECT personID FROM lecturer WHERE …),…); 
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SQL Standard: ARRAY (3) 

 CARDINALITY function - returning number of current elements 

UPDATE course 
   SET lecturers[6] = 555 
WHERE courseID = 1; 
 
SELECT CARDINALITY(lecturers) AS cntLect 
  FROM course 
 WHERE courseID = 1; 
 
SELECT course.lecturers[5] AS element5 
  FROM course 
WHERE courseID = 1; 

SELECT CARDINALITY(lecturers) AS cntLect 
  FROM course 

cntLect 

4 

cntLect 

6 

element5 

NULL 

 UNNEST function - converting collection to table 

 creates one row for every element of collection 
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SQL Standard: ARRAY (4) 

 Example: UNNEST in FROM clause of SELECT 
statement 

 lecturerID 

123 

111 

345 

24 

SELECT i.lecturerID 
  FROM course AS p,  
       UNNEST(p.lecturers) AS i(lecturerID) 
 WHERE p.courseID = 1 

SELECT p.courseID, i.lecturerID 
  FROM course AS p,  
       UNNEST(p.lecturers) AS i(lecturerID)  all (courseID, lecturerID)  

pairs 
SELECT p.courseID, 
       i.lecturerID, i.pozicija 
  FROM course AS p,  
       UNNEST(p.lecturers) WITH ORDINALITY 
           AS i(lecturerID, pozicija) 

 all (courseID, lecturerID)  
pairs with position 

p.lecturers 

ARRAY[123,111,345,24] 

 Example: UNNEST instead of subquery SELECT courseName 
  FROM course  
 WHERE 123 IN (UNNEST(lecturers)) 
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SQL Standard: MULTISET (1) 

 unordered and unlimited collection of elements, with duplicates 
permitted 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 there is no ordinal position to reference individual elements of a 

multiset 

 

 two multisets of comparable element types are equal if they have the 
same cardinality and have the same elements, even if the elements are 
in different positions within the set 

CREATE TABLE course ( 
 courseID    INTEGER 
 courseName  VARCHAR(250), 
 lectCh      INTEGER REFERENCES lecturer(personID), 
 lecturers   INTEGER ARRAY[10] REFERENCES lecturer(personID), 
 students    INTEGER MULTISET REFERENCES student(personID), 
 department  ROW(depID CHAR(8), depName VARCHAR(50)), 
 PRIMARY KEY (courseID) 
) 
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SQL Standard: MULTISET (2) 

 inserting row with  s atributom tipa MULTISET: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 deleting last element of multiset attribute results with an empty 
collection (an empty collection is not equivalent to a NULL value for the 
column)  

 some additional functions for multiset: 

 SET  - removing duplicates from a multiset to produce a set 

 CARDINALITY  – returning number of current elements 

 

 

INSERT INTO course VALUES(1, 'Napredni modeli i baze podataka', 
                           123,                       /*nositelj*/ 
                           MULTISET[123,111,345,24],  /*izvođači*/ 
                           ARRAY[13503, 14111, 9000], /*students*/ 
                           ROW('ZPR','Zavod za prim.računarstvo') 
); 

INSERT INTO course VALUES(1, … 
                           MULTISET(SELECT personID FROM lecturer 
                                     WHERE …), …); 
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SQL Standard: MULTISET (3) 

 Predicates for use with MULTISET: 

 comparison predicate (equality and inequality  only) 

 MEMBER - checks whether a multiset contains element with specified 
value  

 value1 [ NOT ] MEMBER [ OF ] multiset_value2  

 SUBMULTISET – checks whether one multiset is a submultiset of another 

 multiset_value1 [NOT] SUBMULTISET [OF] multiset_value2  

 IS [NOT] A SET – checks whether a multiset is a set 

 multiset_value IS [ NOT ] A SET  

 

 operators that operate on multisets: 

 MULTISET UNION [ ALL | DISTINCT ] – computes the union of two multisets 
(two variants: retain duplicates or remove duplicate) 

 MULTISET INTERSECT [ ALL | DISTINCT ] –  intersection of two multisets 

 MULTISET EXCEPT [ ALL | DISTINCT ] – difference of two multisets 
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SQL Standard: MULTISET (4) 

rez 

MULTISET [1,2,3] 
SELECT SET (a) AS rez FROM tabM 

tabM id a b c 

1 MULTISET [1,1,1,2,2,3,3] MULTISET [1,1,2,4,4] MULTISET [5] 

5 ELEMENT (c) 

a MULTISET UNION ALL b  

a MULTISET UNION DISTINCT b  

a MULTISET INTERSECT ALL b  

a MULTISET INTERSECT DISTINCT b  

a MULTISET EXCEPT ALL b  

a MULTISET EXCEPT DISTINCT b  

MULTISET [1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,4,4] 

MULTISET [1,2,3,4] 

MULTISET [1,1,2] 

MULTISET [1,2] 

MULTISET [1,2,3,3] 

MULTISET [1,2,3] 

b MULTISET EXCEPT ALL a  MULTISET [4,4] 
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SQL Standard: MULTISET (5) 

 aggregate functions for MULTISET: 

 COLLECT – for each group creates multiset from value of the argument  

 FUSION – for each group creates multiset union of a multiset value in all rows  

 INTERSECTION – creates multiset intersection of a multiset value in all rows of 
a group 

courseID lecturers 

2 MULTISET [145,245] 

3 MULTISET [204,145,265] 

4 MULTISET [284,145] 

5 NULL 

courses unionLect interLect 

MULTISET [2,3,4,5] MULTISET [145,145,145,245,204,265,284] MULTISET [145] 

SELECT COLLECT(courseID) AS courses, 
       FUSION(lecturers) AS unionLect, 
       INTERSECTION(lecturers) AS interLect 
  FROM course 

courseID, lecturers(course) 
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SQL Standard: Unnesting 

 unnesting - transforming nested relation into a form with fewer 
(or without) complex valued attributes  

 

 example: converting multiset into a table 

 

 

 example: unnesting of course table 

 
SELECT courseID, courseName, 
       i.lecturerID 
  FROM course AS p,  
       UNNEST(p.lecturers) AS i(lecturerID) 

SELECT SUM (t.c) 
  FROM UNNEST (MULTISET [2, 3, 5, 7]) AS t(c) 17  

course1NF 
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SQL Standard: Nesting 

 nesting - transforming 1NF relation into a nested relation   

 

 grouping - using COLLECT function 

 
 

 

 

 subquery in SELECT clause 

 

SELECT courseID, courseName, 
       COLLECT(personID) AS lecturers 
  FROM course1NF  
GROUP BY courseID, courseName 

SELECT courseID, courseName, 
       ARRAY(SELECT personID FROM lecturer AS a 
              WHERE a.courseID = k.courseID) AS lecturers 
  FROM courseN AS k 

course 

or 
MULTISET 

COURSE1NF = { courseID, courseName, lecturer, depID, depName } 

LECTURER = { courseID, personID } 
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IBM Informix: data types 

Data types 

Built-in  
data types 

Extended  
data types 

User-defined 
 data types Complex  

data types 

Collection  
data types 

SET MULTISET LIST 

Row types 

Named  
Row type 

Unnamed 
Row type 

Distinct 
type 

Opaque 
type 

DataBlade 
data types 
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IBM Informix: Complex data type 

 built from a combination of other data types 

 can be created from built-in types, opaque types, distinct types, or 
other complex types 

ROW type 

 ROW data types consist of one or more elements - fields 

 field can be of any data type 

 elements of a ROW data type can be of different data types 

 unnamed and named* ROW tip  *explained later 

FName    CHAR(20) 

LName    CHAR(20) 

picture  jpegType  

ROW (personT) 
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IBM Informix: Unnamed ROW type 

 ROW types without identifiers (identified only by his structure)  

 declaring an unnamed ROW type using the ROW keyword: 

 

 
 with generating an unnamed ROW type, using the ROW keyword as a 

constructor with a series of values, a corresponding unnamed ROW type 
is created, using the default data types of the specified values 

 

 
 

 using of CAST operator (::) 

 

ROW (literal, ...) 

ROW (fieldName fieldType, ...) 

ROW (zipCode INTEGER, cityName CHAR(20)) 

ROW(51000, 'Rijeka')::ROW (zipCode SMALLINT, cityName CHAR(20)) 

 this declaration defines unnamed ROW data 

type ROW(INTEGER, VARCHAR) 
ROW(51000, 'Rijeka') 
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IBM Informix: Unnamed ROW type (2) 

 rows that contain unnamed row types: 

 

 

 nesting is allowed: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 selecting value of individual field of a row - using of dot notation 

CREATE TABLE triangle (point1   ROW(x FLOAT, Y FLOAT) 

                     , point2   ROW(x FLOAT, Y FLOAT) 

                     , point3   ROW(x FLOAT, y FLOAT)); 

CREATE TABLE person (personID INTEGER 

                   , address   ROW(ulica  CHAR(20) 

                               , city ROW(zipCode    INTEGER 

                                        , cityName CHAR(20))) 

                    ); 

INSERT INTO person VALUES (27658 

                         , ROW('Ilica 1', ROW(10000, 'Zagreb'))); 

SELECT person.address.city.cityName FROM person 
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IBM Informix: Collection - MULTISET 

 unordered collection of elements (of the same data type) that can have 
duplicate values. Elements have no associated order. 

 

 

 

 NOT NULL constraint for collection elements must be specified - an 
element cannot have a NULL value 

 second NOT NULL  has the usual meaning: the system will not allow NULL 
value of result attribute 

 

 

CREATE TABLE toss5coinsAtOnce ( 

   expDate DATE 

 , result  MULTISET(CHAR(5) NOT NULL) NOT NULL 

); 

INSERT INTO toss5coinsAtOnce VALUES ( 

   '09.10.2008' 

  , MULTISET{ 'head', 'head', 'tail', 'tail', 'tail'}  

); 

SELECT * FROM toss5coinsAtOnce 

expDate  result 

09.10.2008 MULTISET { 'head', 'head','tail', 'tail', 'tail'} 
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IBM Informix: Collection - SET 

 a group of elements, each of which is unique. The order of the elements is 
ignored. 
CREATE TABLE presence ( 

   lectureDate   DATE 

 , students  SET(ROW(FName CHAR(20) 

                   , LName CHAR(20)) NOT NULL) NOT NULL 

); 

INSERT INTO presence VALUES ( 

   '09.10.2008' 

 , SET{ ROW('Ivan', 'Novak') 

      , ROW('Ana', 'Kolar') 

      , ROW('Zrinka', 'Horvat') 

      , ROW('Ana', 'Kolar') 

      }  

); 

SELECT * FROM presence 

lectureDate    students 

09.10.2008 SET{ROW('Ivan','Novak'), ROW(‘Ana',‘Kolar'), ROW('Zrinka','Horvat')} 

Four elements are inserted , but two of 
them have identical values. 

Inserted collection has only 3 elements 
(includes no duplicate element values). 
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IBM Informix: Collection - LIST 

  a group of ordered elements, each of which need not be unique within the 
group 

 
 

CREATE TABLE tossCoin5times ( 

   expDate DATE 

 , result  LIST(CHAR(5) NOT NULL) NOT NULL 

); 

INSERT INTO tossCoin5times VALUES ( 

   '09.10.2008' 

 , LIST{ 'tail', 'head', 'tail', 'tail', 'head'}  

); 

SELECT * FROM tossCoin5times  

expDate  result 

09.10.2008 LIST {'tail', 'head', 'tail', 'tail', 'head'} 
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IBM Informix: Collection - IN;  CARDINALITY 
 IN operator - determines if an element is contained in a collection  

 example 1: 

 

 

 

 example 2: 

 

 

 

 

 CARDINALITY function - returns the number of elements  

 

CREATE TABLE course1(courseID       INTEGER 

                   , lecturerLName  MULTISET(CHAR(20) NOT NULL)); 

SELECT * FROM course1 

   WHERE 'Horvat' IN lecturerLName   

CREATE TABLE course2(courseID INTEGER 

   , lecturers  MULTISET (ROW(lecturerID    INTEGER, 

                              lecturerLName CHAR(20)) NOT NULL)); 

SELECT course2.courseID FROM course2 

   WHERE ROW(24356, 'Horvat') IN course2.lecturers   

SELECT courseID, CARDINALITY(lecturers) FROM course2 
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IBM Informix: Nesting (Collection Subquery) 

 creating a MULTISET collection from the results of a subquery  

 collection subquery is an expression that can take two forms: 

1. form :  with ITEM keyword in a collection subquery - element type 
of the resulting MULTISET matches the data type of the subquery 
result 

 

 only one expression in the SELECT list (expr) 

MULTISET(SELECT ITEM expr FROM ...) 

INSERT INTO course1 VALUES (123 

                          , MULTISET(SELECT ITEM LName 

                                     FROM person 

                                     WHERE LName LIKE 'H%')); 

SELECT * FROM course1 courseID 123 

(lecturerLName) MULTISET {'Horvat', 'Hlapić'} 

MULTISET(CHAR(20) NOT NULL) 
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IBM Informix: Nesting (Collection Subquery) (2) 

2. form: collection subquery returns a multiset of unnamed ROW data 
types; fields of the unnamed ROW type match the data types of the 
expressions expr1, expr2, ... specified in the subquery  

 

 MULTISET(SELECT expr1, expr2, ... FROM ...) 

INSERT INTO course2 VALUES (123  

                           , MULTISET(SELECT personID, LName  

                                        FROM person 

                                       WHERE LName LIKE 'H%')); 

SELECT * FROM course2 

courseID 123 

(lecturers) MULTISET{ROW(24356,'Horvat'),ROW(3423,'Hlapić')} 

MULTISET (ROW(lecturerID    INTEGER, 

              lecturerLName CHAR(20)) NOT NULL) 
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IBM Informix: Unnesting (Collection-derived Table) 

 virtual table in which the values 
 in the rows of the table are  
 equivalent to elements of a collection 

… FROM TABLE(collection_expression)  

         [AS aliasName] 

         [(columnName, ...)] 

SELECT course.LName 

  FROM TABLE((SELECT lecturerLName FROM course1 

               WHERE courseID = 123)) AS course(LName); 

LName  

Horvat 

Hlapić 

specifying aliases for the (virtual) table and 
columns : AS course(LName) 

MULTISET(CHAR(20) NOT NULL) 

SELECT * FROM TABLE((SELECT lecturers FROM course2 

                        WHERE courseID = 123)); 

lecturerID  lecturerLName  

24356 Horvat 

3423 Hlapić 

derived columns assume the default field 
names of the lecturers column in the 
course2  table 

MULTISET (lecturerID    INTEGER, 

          lecturerLName CHAR(20)) NOT NULL) 
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IBM Informix: Working with collections 
CREATE TABLE tableL (id    SMALLINT PRIMARY KEY, 

                     lista LIST (SMALLINT NOT NULL)) 

CREATE PROCEDURE testL(p_id SMALLINT, p_pos SMALLINT, p_val SMALLINT) 

   DEFINE p_list LIST(SMALLINT NOT NULL); 
 

   SELECT lista INTO p_list FROM tableL 

    WHERE id = p_id; 
 

   IF p_pos IS NOT NULL THEN 

      INSERT AT p_pos INTO TABLE(p_list) VALUES( p_val ); 

   ELSE -- adding to end of list 

      INSERT INTO TABLE(p_list) VALUES( p_val ); 

   END IF 
 

   UPDATE tableL SET lista = p_list 

    WHERE id = p_id; 
 

END PROCEDURE; 

INSERT INTO tableL VALUES (1, LIST{1,2,3}) 

SELECT lista FROM tableL;  --> LIST{1,2,3} 

EXECUTE PROCEDURE testL(1, 2, 10); 

SELECT * FROM tableL ; --> LIST{1,10,2,3} 
 

EXECUTE PROCEDURE testL(1, 10, 15); 

SELECT * FROM tableL ; --> LIST{1,10,2,3,15} 
 

EXECUTE PROCEDURE testL(1, NULL, -1); 

SELECT * FROM tableL ; --> LIST{1,10,2,3,15,-1}  
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SQL Standard: User-defined types 

 User-defined types (UDT) 

 the name of a user-defined type is provided in its definition 

 persistent 

 sometimes called abstract data types 

 

(1) distinct type 

 based on a single predefined data type called source type 

 type inheritance is not allowed 

(2) structured  type 

 expressed as a list of attributes 

 type inheritance is allowed 
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Creating of user-defined types - SQL syntax 

CREATE TYPE <user-defined type body> 
 
<user-defined type body> ::= <user-defined type name> [UNDER <supertype name>] 
                             [AS <representation>] [[NOT] INSTANTIABLE] 
                             [NOT] FINAL 
                             [REF IS SYSTEM GENERATED | REF USING <predefined type> |  
                                  REF FROM <attribute name> [{,<attribute name> }...]] 
                             [<method specification list>] 
 
<representation> ::= <predefined type> | <member list> 
 
<member list> ::= (<attribute definition> [{,<attribute definition> }...]) 
 
<attribute definition> ::= <attribute name> {<data type> | <collection type>} 
                           [<reference scope check>] [DEFAULT <default value>] 
 
<data type> ::= <predefined type> | <reference type> 
 
<collection type> ::= <data type> ARRAY [<unsigned integer>]   /* [] dio sintakse */ 
 
<method specification list> ::= <method specification> [{,<method specification> }... ] 
 
<method specification> ::=  
    <partial method specification> | <overriding method specification> 
 
<overriding method specification> ::= OVERRIDING <partial method specification> 
 
<partial method specification> ::= [CONSTRUCTOR] METHOD <method name> 
                                    <SQL parameter declarations> RETURNS <data type> 
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DISTINCT type (1) 

 user-defined  type - more limited variant  

 based on some predefined type (source  type) 

 renamed type, with different behavior than its source type 

 allows differentiation between the same underlying base types  

 methods can be defined over DISTINCT types 

 type inheritance is not allowed 

CREATE TYPE ageT    AS INTEGER FINAL; 
CREATE TYPE weightT AS INTEGER FINAL; 
CREATE TABLE person ( 
        personID     INTEGER   
        LName        VARCHAR(25), 
        personAge    ageT 
        personWeight weightT 
        PRIMARY KEY personID); 
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DISTINCT type (2) 

 comparison of the values of the same DISTINCT type: 

 

 
 

 values cannot be directly mixed in operations with source type or other 
distinct types;  

 

 

 using CAST function is needed: 

 

 

SELECT personID FROM person  
 WHERE (personAge * 2) < personWeight; 

ERROR 

SELECT p1.personID 
  FROM person p1, person p2 
 WHERE p2.personID = 123 AND p1.personAge < p2.personAge; 

 SELECT personID FROM person  
 WHERE CAST(personAge AS INTEGER) * 2 < CAST(personWeight AS INTEGER); 
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Structured types 

 named, user-defined data type 

 composed of one or more attributes 

 attribute has name and data type 
 example: definition of  cityT structured type 

 

 

 

 

 

 instances of structured type are values, with some characteristics of 
objects 

 stored data  state  attributes 

 behavior  semantics  methods 

 value of a structured type comprises a number of attribute values 

 

 NOT FINAL - creating of subtypes 
of cityT type is allowed 

 

 

CREATE TYPE cityT AS ( 

        zipCode     INTEGER, 

        cityName  VARCHAR(40))  

  NOT FINAL; 
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Structured  types: Usage 

 structured type can be used as: 

 type of attributes of other structured types  

 type of parameters of functions, methods, and procedures  

 type  of SQL variables 

 type of columns in tables and type of table rows 

 example - structured type as column type: 

CREATE TYPE cityT AS ( 

        zipCode   INTEGER, 

        cityName  VARCHAR(40) 

) NOT FINAL; 

CREATE TYPE addressT AS ( 

        street    VARCHAR(50), 

        city      cityT 

) NOT FINAL; 

CREATE TABLE person ( 

        personID  INTEGER      

        FName     VARCHAR(25), 

        LName     VARCHAR(25), 

        address   addressT 

); 
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Typed  tables (1) 

 typed table - table that is declared to be based on some structured type 

 contains  columns  that  correspond  to  the associated  type's  attributes  

 additional  column - self-referencing column - value  that  uniquely identifies  the  
row  in  which  it  is  stored  

 rows in different typed tables may have equal values in their self-referencing 
column 

 

 creating typed  tables - SQL sintax: 

 
CREATE TABLE <table name> OF <user-defined type> 
   [UNDER <supertable name>][ <table element list>] 

<table element list> ::= (<table element> [{,<table element>}...]) 

<table element> ::= <table constraint>  
   | <self-referencing column specification> | <column options> 

<self-referencing column specification > ::=  
   REF IS <self-referencing column name> <reference generation> 

<reference generation> ::= SYSTEM GENERATED | USER GENERATED | DERIVED 

<column options> ::= <column name> WITH OPTIONS <column option list> 

<column option list> ::= [SCOPE <table name>[<reference scope check>]] 
                [DEFAULT <default value>] [ <column constraint>... ] 
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Typed  tables (2) 

 Example: creating city table based on cityT type 

       1. 

 

 

 
 INSTANTIABLE – instances of the type can be created (system-supplied 

constructor  method is generated);  

 NOT INSTANTIABLE - no system-supplied constructor method is generated 

 three  different  mechanisms  by  which  unique  identities  are  given  to  
instances  of  the  structured  types -  REF IS clause: 

 SYSTEM GENERATED - automatically generated by system 

 USING - user generated  

 FROM - derived  from  one  or  more  attributes  of  the  structured  type 

CREATE TYPE cityT AS (zipCode     INTEGER, 

                      cityName  VARCHAR(40))  
                      INSTANTIABLE  
                      NOT FINAL  
                      REF IS SYSTEM GENERATED; 
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Typed  tables (3) 

     2. 

 

 

 

 OF clause - specifies the structured type whose instances can be stored in 
the table  

 REF IS clause - for specifying name and type of the self-referential attribute 
(must be consistent with the mechanism specified in definition of used 
structured type) 

 SYSTEM GENERATED,  USER GENERATED, DERIVED 

 inserting row into city table: 

CREATE TABLE city OF cityT 

(PRIMARY KEY (zipCode), 
 REF IS cityOID SYSTEM GENERATED, 
 zipCode WITH OPTIONS CONSTRAINT permZipCode  
                     CHECK (zipCode BETWEEN 10000 AND 99999)); 

INSERT INTO city VALUES (10000, 'Zagreb'); 

cityOID zipCode cityName 

1023456734 10000 Zagreb 

city 
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SQL-invoked routines (1) 

 Function:  

 only input parameters (return a single value as the "value"  of a function  
invocation) 

 can be called using function notation: functionName (parameters)  

 functions  with same signature are not allowed  

 Method: 

 special  sort  of function - function  that  is  closely  associated with  a  
single  structured  type 

 every  method  always  has  one  implicit  parameter,  whose  data  type  
must be the associated type 

 Procedure:  

 input and output parameters  

 typically invoked using some form of CALL statement 

 procedures with same name and the same number of parameters are not 
allowed  

routine 

function procedure 

method 

 SQL-invoked routines - routine that is invoked from 
SQL code 

 three principle classes of SQL-invoked routine: 
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SQL-invoked routines (2) 

 SQL-invoked routines can be written in: 

 SQL - SQL routines 

 database systems support their own procedural languages  (e.g. Oracle 
-PL/SQL, Microsoft SQLServer - TransactSQL, u IBM Informix - SPL) 

 other programming language (e.g. Java, C) - external routines 

 using routines already written and created for a different purpose, or 
perform computationally intensive tasks more efficiently than SQL 
routines 

 more portable among SQL database systems from different vendors  

 problem  of mismatching of data types (e.g. time, blob, …)  

 external routine is defined by specifying an EXTERNAL clause 

 example: specifying of external routine () 

CREATE FUNCTION smallPicture (IN picture pictureT) RETURNS BOOLEAN 
EXTERNAL NAME '/usr/bin/pictures/smallPic' 
LANGUAGE C ... 
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Structured types: Methods  

 implementation of a structured type is hidden from the user 

 structured types are manipulated by invoking methods defined on 
them 

 type of the first, implicit parameter of the method is associated 
structured type (functions and procedures are not associated with 
structured type) 

 change of implementation does not affect the application if the 
interface remains unchanged 

 attribute values are encapsulated - attribute value is accessible only 
by invoking observer function and mutator function 
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Structured types: Implicit methods (1) 

 three types of implicit methods - automatically generated when type is 
defined 

 constructor  

 creates instance of the type 

 same name as the data type  

 method with no arguments 

 sets the attributes to their default values 

 invoked using the new keyword 

 observer and mutator  

 one for each attribute of the structured type 

 same name as its associated attribute 

 observer - retrieve value of attribute 

 mutator - change value stored in attribute 

 invoked using dot notation (variable.functionName) 
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Structured types: Implicit methods (2) 

 Example:  

 using of sequence of SQL routine with calling construcor method 
and mutator method for creating instance tipa cityT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 constructor creates a value of the type, not an object of the type 

 objects correspond to rows of a table, and are created by inserting a 
row in a table (typed table) 

 

BEGIN 

  DECLARE iMjesto cityT; 

  /* generation of a new instance */ 

  SET iMjesto = new cityT(); 

  /* attrbutes are modified by invoking 

     mutator methods */ 

  iMjesto.zipCode(10000); 

  iMjesto.cityName('Zagreb'); 

  ... 

  INSERT INTO person VALUES(…, iMjesto); 

END 

CREATE TYPE cityT AS ( 

        zipCode     INTEGER, 

        cityName  VARCHAR(40) 

) NOT FINAL; 

CREATE TABLE person ( 

        personID   INTEGER      

        FName      VARCHAR(25), 

        LName      VARCHAR(25), 

        cityPerson cityT 

); 
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Structured types: User-defined methods (1) 

 structured type can have user-defined methods defined on it  
 method is declared as part of the definition of its associated structured 

type 
 

 

 CREATE METHOD statement - creating method body: 

 

 

 

 

 keyword SELF refers to the structured type instance on which the method is 
invoked 

CREATE METHOD newSalary (percent INTEGER) RETURNS INTEGER 

       FOR employeeT 

  BEGIN 

     RETURN (100 + percent) * SELF.salary / 100; 

  END 

CREATE TYPE employeeT (FName   VARCHAR(15), 

                       LName   VARCHAR(15), 

                       salary  INTEGER) NOT FINAL 

   METHOD newSalary(percent INTEGER) RETURNS INTEGER; 

 method invocation: retriving salary 
with 7% raise for each employee 

{ CREATE TABLE employee OF employeeT; } 

SELECT LName, newSalary (7) 

  FROM employee 
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Structured types: User-defined methods (2) 

 Example:  overriding the constructor method 

 setting of attribute values at the time of creating an type instance  

  keyword OVERRIDING must be specified in type definition 

CREATE METHOD cityT (pZipCode INTEGER, pCityName VARCHAR(40))  
       RETURNS cityT FOR cityT 
  BEGIN 
     SET SELF.zipCode = pZipCode; 
     SET SELF.cityName = pCityName 
     RETURN SELF;   /* modified instance of cityT type */ 
  END 

CREATE TYPE cityT AS ( 
        zipCode     INTEGER, 
        cityName  VARCHAR(40)) NOT FINAL 
OVERRIDING constructor METHOD /* new constructor with parameters */ 
   cityT(zipCode INTEGER, cityName VARCHAR(40)) RETURNS cityT; 

... 
DECLARE newCity cityT; 
SET newCity = new cityT (10000, 'Zagreb'); 
... 
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Structured types: Using methods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSERT INTO person 

     VALUES (12345, 'Pero', 'Perić' 

              NEW cityT(10000, 'Zagreb')) 

CREATE TYPE cityT AS ( 

      zipCode     INTEGER, 

      cityName  VARCHAR(40) 

) NOT FINAL; 

CREATE TABLE person ( 

      personID   INTEGER      

      FName      VARCHAR(25), 

      LName      VARCHAR(25), 

      cityPerson cityT 

); 

UPDATE person SET cityPerson  

      = NEW cityT(10010, cityPerson.cityName) 

 WHERE personID = 12345 

 

...SET cityPerson = cityPerson.zipCode(10010) ... 

  
 

...SET cityPerson.zipCode = 10010 ... 

  

 Example:  using constructor and mutator methods 

 using observer method  

 

SELECT p.cityPerson.zipCode 

  FROM person p 

 WHERE p.cityPerson.cityName LIKE '%Zagreb%'; 
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Inheritance 

 type inheritance 

 allowed only for structured types 

 type hierarchy 

 table inheritance 

 allowed only for typed tables 

 table hierarchy 

 analogy with specialization/generalization in the E-R model   

 allows multiple types of the same object and simultaneous existence of  
the same entity in more than one table  

of 

of 

Type 

Subtype 

Table 

Sub-Table 

under under 
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Type inheritance (1) 

 subtype inherit structure (attributes) and behavior (methods) 
from their supertype  

 inheritance is specified via the UNDER keyword in the structured 
type definition 

 subtype of some  type can be created under condition that NOT 
FINAL keyword is specified in type definition   

 subtype can redefine effect of methods by redeclaration, using 
method overriding 

 in the definition of subtypes, instead METHOD, OVERRIDING 
METHOD is used 
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Type inheritance (2) 
 Example:  

 person can be student or lecturer (student and 
lecturer have some common and some additional 
different features) 

 defining type hierarchy : 

CREATE TYPE personT AS ( 
        personID   INTEGER, 
        jmbg       CHAR(13)             
        LName      VARCHAR(25))  
        INSTANTIABLE NOT FINAL  
        REF IS SYSTEM GENERATED  

METHOD age(jmbg CHAR(13)) RETURNS INTEGER; 

CREATE TYPE studentT UNDER personT AS ( 
        studyProgram CHAR(20),      
        department   VARCHAR(100))  
        INSTANTIABLE NOT FINAL; 

CREATE TYPE lecturerT UNDER personT AS ( 
        salary      INTEGER,      
        department  VARCHAR(100))  
        INSTANTIABLE NOT FINAL; 

personT 

studentT lecturerT 

 studentT and lecturerT are 
subtypes of the personT type 

 personT is supertype of 
studentT and lecturerT  

 studentT and lecturerT 
inherits from personT : 

 attributes personID, 
jmbg and LName 

 implicit methods, 
method age  

maximal supertype 

subtype 
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Table inheritance 

 allowed only for typed tables 
 structured type of the direct supertable of some typed table must be the 

direct supertype of the structured type associated with that subtable  
 subtable inherits the columns of its parent tables 
 every row in a subtable is also a row in each of its parent tables 

 tuples in a subtable corresponds to tuples in a parent table if they 
have the same values for all inherited attributes 

 corresponding tuples represent the same entity 

Example: creating student and lecturer tables as subtables of person table 

CREATE TABLE person OF personT 

(PRIMARY KEY (personID), 

 REF IS personOID SYSTEM GENERATED; 

CREATE TABLE student OF studentT  

             UNDER person; 

CREATE TABLE lecturer OF lecturerT  
             UNDER person;  

 first must be defined type hierarchy 
of personT, studentT and lecturerT 
types  

 attributes personID, jmbg and LName 
exists also in  student and lecturer  
tables 

 every row in student and lecturer is 
also a row in person table 
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Type and table inheritance - some rules 

 multiple inheritance  is not allowed - subtype/subtable inherits from one 
supertype/supertable 

 primary key is defined only for the maximal supertable, and inherited by all of 
its subtables 

 REF IS clause is defined only for the maximal supertype/supertable.  Object 
identifier is inherited by all subtables 

 in table definition, integrity constraints can be specified only for originally 
defined columns (not for inherited columns) 

 type hierarchy can be defined independently of the table hierarchy 

 NOT INSTANTIABLE clause can be used in the hierarchy of types which are not 
related to typed tables 

 all types associated with the hierarchy of typed tables must be defined as 
INSTANTIABLE 
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Table hierarchy: Inserting rows 

 INSERT statement must include required values for the original and the 
inherited attributes 

 if REF IS SYSTEM GENERATED, value of the object identifier is automatically 
generated during the INSERT operation 

 most-specific table of row - table in which that row is directly inserted 

 most-specific type of row - each value must be associated with one specific 
type, corresponds to the lowest subtype assigned to the instance 

INSERT INTO person VALUES (111, '120196', 'Kolar'); 

INSERT INTO person VALUES (222, '231196', 'Novak'); 

INSERT INTO lecturer VALUES (555, '300176, 'Jurak', 5000, 'ZPM'); 

personOID personID jmbg LName salary department 

564790 555 300176 Jurak 5000 ZPM 

personOID personID jmbg LName 

123456 111 120196 Kolar 

234567 222 231196 Novak 

564790 555 300176 Jurak 

lecturer 

person 
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Table tablica: retrieving rows 

 query on a supertable can include attributes (original and inherited) only from 
this supertable (not from subtables) 

 result of the query on a supertable may include: 

 rows from the supertable and its subtables, or 

 rows only from supertable (i.e. rows with no subrows in subtables) 

 keyword ONLY in FROM clause of SELECT statement 

SELECT jmbg 

     , LName  

  FROM person  

SELECT jmbg 

     , LName  

  FROM lecturer  

jmbg LName 

111 Kolar 

222 Novak 

555 Jurak 

jmbg LName 

555 Jurak 

 retrieving a person who is neither a 
student nor teacher: 

 

 

SELECT jmbg 

     , LName 

  FROM ONLY(person)  

jmbg LName 

111 Kolar 

222 Novak 
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REF types (1) 

 value of REF type references (or points to) some site holding a value of the 
referenced type 
 if T is a type, then REF T is the type of a reference to T, that is, a pointer to an 

object of type T 
 pointers to rows in typed tables 
 SQL syntax for specifying a REF type: 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 data type of self referencing columns is always a REF type 
 can be used as type of: 

 columns in ordinary SQL tables 
 attributes of structured types 
 SQL variables, parameters 

<reference type> ::= REF (<referenced type>) [ <scope clause> ]  
           [ARRAY [<unsigned integer>]] /* [] je dio sintakse */ 
           [ <reference scope check> ] 
 

<referenced type> ::= <user-defined type name> 
 

<scope clause> ::= SCOPE <table name> 
 

<reference scope check> ::= REFERENCES ARE [ NOT ] CHECKED 
                            [ ON DELETE <action> ] 
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REF types (2) 

CREATE TABLE course OF courseT  
(PRIMARY KEY (courseID) 
 REF IS courseOID SYSTEM GENERATED) 

courseOID courseID courseName lectCh ... 

1463144246 1 Napredni ... 

course 

to a lecturerT object 

Note:  departmentT 
structured type and table 
hierarchy of person, lecturer 
and student typed table are 
already created 

CREATE TYPE courseT ( 
   courseID     INTEGER, 
   courseName   VARCHAR(250), 
   lectCh       REF (lecturerT), 
   lecturers    REF (lecturerT) ARRAY[10], 
   students     REF (studentT) MULTISET, 
   department   departmentT)  
   INSTANTIABLE NOT FINAL 
   REF IS SYSTEM GENERATED  

 using of REF type to define a 
relationship with objects of  lecturerT  
type, and objects of  studentT  type  
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REF types (3) 

 inserting row with NULL value for attribute defined as REF type: 

 

 

 updating value of attribute defined as REF type:  

 

 
 

 using query we can get the identifier value of a row  

UPDATE course  
   SET lectCh = (SELECT personOID 
                   FROM lecturer 
                  WHERE personID = 12343) 
 WHERE courseName = 'Napredni modeli i baze podataka' 

INSERT INTO COURSE (courseID, courseName, lectCh) 
       VALUES (1, 'Napredni modeli i baze podataka', NULL); 

CREATE TABLE person OF personT (PRIMARY KEY (personID), 
       REF IS personOID SYSTEM GENERATED; 
CREATE TABLE student OF studentT UNDER person;  
CREATE TABLE lecturer OF lecturerT UNDER person;  
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REF types (4) 

 scope of REF type: 

 associated structured type of the REF type's referenced table must be 
the REF type's specified referenced type 

 SCOPE clause in specification of REF type in CREATE TYPE and CREATE 
TABLE statements - specifies the name of a typed table whose 
associated structured type is the referenced type of the REF type  

 REFERENCES ARE CHECKED clause - system examines the referenced 
table to ensure that there is a row in that table whose self-referencing 
column value is equal to the reference value 

 incorrect values of references are not allowed 

 ON DELETE clause - action to be invoked when the row identified by a 
reference value is delete: 

 NO ACTION, SET NULL, SET DEFAULT, CASCADE 
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REF types (5) 

 example: scope of REF type  

 

 CREATE TYPE statement 

 

 

 

 

 

 CREATE TABLE statement: 

 

 

CREATE TYPE courseT ( 
 ... 
 lectCh REF (lecturerT) SCOPE lecturer 
                           REFERENCES ARE CHECKED  
                           ON DELETE SET NULL  
 ...)  

CREATE TABLE course OF courseT 
        (lectCh WITH OPTIONS SCOPE lecturer 
                                 REFERENCES ARE CHECKED  
                                 ON DELETE SET NULL) 
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REF types (6) 

 retrieval using reference value 

 users are interested in attribute values of referenced row 

 → (dereference operator) is using to access the columns of the 
referenced table 

 implicit join - query retrieves a value from referenced table without 
specifying that table in FROM clause statement  

 

 
 

 

 deref function - takes a reference as an argument and returns a row 
of the type pointed to  

 

SELECT lectCh -> LName, lectCh -> newSalary(7) 
  FROM course 
 WHERE courseName = 'Napredni modeli i baze podataka';  

SELECT deref(lectCh) 
  FROM course p 
 WHERE p.department.depID = 'ZPR'; 

 query result is table with one 
column of type lecturerT  

CREATE TYPE courseT (... lectCh REF (lecturerT) ...); 
CREATE TABLE course OF courseT ... 

method from 
lecturerT  
type 
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IBM Informix implementation 

Data types 

Built-in  
data types 

Extended  
data types 

User-defined 
 data types 

Complex  
data types 

Collection  
data types 

SET MULTISET LIST 

Row types 

Named  
Row type 

Unnamed 
Row type 

Distinct 
type 

Opaque 
type 

DataBlade 
data types 
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IBM Informix: Named ROW type 

 row types that are identified by their name 
 row type name must be unique in database 

 definitions for named ROW types are stored in the system catalog table 

 only named ROW type can be part of a type-inheritance hierarchy 
 tables that are part of an inheritance hierarchy must be typed tables - tables 

that have been assigned a named ROW type 

 defining: 

 

 
 

 

 

 removing: 

RESTRICT: deleting a named ROW data type if its name is in use 
is not allowed 

 

CREATE ROW TYPE rowTypeName  

      (fieldName fieldType [NOT NULL], ...)  

      [UNDER superRowTypeName] 

DROP ROW TYPE rowTypeName RESTRICT 

CREATE ROW TYPE countryT (countryID CHAR(2) 

                        , countryName CHAR(20)); 

DROP ROW TYPE countryT RESTRICT; 
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IBM Informix: Named ROW type – usage (1) 

 named ROW type can define: 

 typed tables 

 

 

 columns 

 

 

 

 fields of another row-type column  

 

 

CREATE TABLE country OF TYPE countryT; 

CREATE ROW TYPE personT (FName         CHAR(20) 

                       , countryCitizen countryT 

                       , countryBirth   countryT); 

CREATE ROW TYPE companyT (name CHAR(20), director personT); 

DROP ROW TYPE countryT RESTRICT  ERROR 

CREATE TABLE city (zipCode  INTEGER,  

                   cityName CHAR(20),  

                   country  countryT); 
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IBM Informix: Named ROW type – usage (2) 

 specifying a literal value for a named ROW type: 

 

 

 
 Example: 

 

ROW ('hr', 'Hrvatska')::countryT 

 value of the unnamed ROW type 

  cast is necessary to generate a value of the 
named ROW type 

CREATE ROW TYPE countryT (countryID CHAR(2), countryName CHAR(20)); 

CREATE ROW TYPE cityT  

    (zipCode INTEGER, cityName CHAR(20), country countryT); 

CREATE TABLE city OF TYPE cityT; 

 value of the country column of the 

 city table must be of countryT  data type  

INSERT INTO city VALUES ( 

   10000 

 , 'Zagreb' 

 , ROW ('hr', 'Hrvatska')::countryT 

); 

ROW ('hr', 'Hrvatska') 

ROW (literal, ...) 
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IBM Informix: Named ROW type – usage (3) 

 table name or alias name in the SELECT list:  

CREATE ROW TYPE cityT (zipCode  INTEGER 

                     , cityName CHAR(20)); 

 

CREATE TABLE city OF TYPE cityT; 

SELECT city FROM city 

SELECT m FROM city m  

CREATE TABLE country (countryID   CHAR(2) 

                    , countryName CHAR(20)); 

SELECT country FROM country  

SELECT d FROM country d 

 result: rows  with only one column of the 
cityT type 

  result: rows  with only one column of the  
       unnamed ROW (CHAR(2), CHAR(20)) type 
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IBM Informix: Select row-type data - dot notation 

CREATE ROW TYPE countryT 

    (countryID CHAR(2), countryName CHAR(20)); 

CREATE ROW TYPE cityT  

    (zipCode INTEGER, cityName CHAR(20), country countryT); 

CREATE TABLE city OF TYPE cityT; 

CREATE TABLE country OF TYPE countryT; 

SELECT city.country FROM city  

SELECT city.country.countryName FROM city  

INSERT INTO city VALUES ( 

   10000 

 , 'Zagreb' 

 , (SELECT country FROM country WHERE countryID = 'hr'))  

 

 value of the countryT type 
 value of the CHAR(20) type 

 value of the 
     countryT  type 
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Table hierarchy 

CREATE ROW TYPE geomFigureT (id    SERIAL 

                           , color CHAR(20)); 

CREATE ROW TYPE circleT(radius FLOAT) UNDER geomFigureT; 

CREATE ROW TYPE squareT (length FLOAT) UNDER geomFigureT; 

CREATE TABLE geomFigure OF TYPE geomFigureT; 

CREATE TABLE circle OF TYPE circleT UNDER geomFigure; 

CREATE TABLE square OF TYPE squareT UNDER geomFigure; 

INSERT INTO geomFigure VALUES (0, 'yellow'); 

INSERT INTO circle VALUES(0, 'red', 2); 

INSERT INTO circle VALUES(0, 'green', 4); 

INSERT INTO square VALUES(0, 'red', 5); 

0:1 0:1 

1 1 

geomFigure 

square circle 

id color 

1 yellow 

4 red 

2 red 

3 green 

SELECT * FROM geomFigure SELECT * FROM ONLY(geomFigure) 

id color 

1 yellow 

SELECT * FROM circle 

id color radius 

2 red 2.0000000000 

3 green 4.0000000000 
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Polymorphism 

 polymorphism (many entities with the same name) - database server 
choose the entity most relevant to a particular usage 

 

CREATE FUNCTION area (circle circleT) RETURNING FLOAT; 

   RETURN circle.radius * circle.radius * 3.1415926; 

END FUNCTION; 

CREATE FUNCTION area (square squareT) RETURNING FLOAT; 

   RETURN square.length * square.length; 

END FUNCTION; 

SELECT geomFigure.id, geomFigure.color, area(g)  

  FROM geomFigure g 

SELECT id, color, area(circle) area 

  FROM circle 

 UNION 

SELECT id, color, area(square) area 

  FROM square; 

ERROR: Routine 
(area) cannot be 
resolved 

id color area 

2 red 12.56637040000 

3 green 50.26548160000 

4 red 25.00000000000 
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DISTINCT TYPE (1) 

 data type based on a built-in data type, on an existing opaque data type, a 
named ROW data type, or another DISTINCT data type 

 same representation as, but is distinct from, the data type on which it is based 

 defining functions,  operators,  aggregates  and CAST operators that  operate  
on the  distinct  data  type is allowed 

 statement for defining DISTINCT type: 

 

 

 although the distinct type has the same physical representation of data as its 
source type, values of the two types cannot be compared without an explicit 
cast  (operator ::) from one type to the other 

 system automatically defines two explicit casts: 

 cast from the distinct type to its source type 

 cast from the source type to the distinct type 

 

CREATE DISTINCT TYPE distinctTypeName  

                  AS sourceTypeName 
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DISTINCT TYPE (2) 

 creating DISTINCT types tCelsTemp and tFahrTemp: 

 

 

 automatically defined CAST operator for conversion tCelsTemp to DECIMAL(3,1) 
and tFahrTemp u DECIMAL(3,1)  (and vice versa)  

 direct comparison of  tCelsTemp temperature with the  tFahrTemp temperature is 
not allowed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 CAST operator  created by system must be used to convert  value from DECIMAL  

data type to tFahrTemp  

 

CREATE DISTINCT TYPE tCelsTemp AS DECIMAL(3,1); 

CREATE DISTINCT TYPE tFahrTemp AS DECIMAL(3,1); 

CREATE TABLE usTemperature ( 

  datum   DATE 

, city  CHAR(20)  

, temp    tFahrTemp); 

CREATE TABLE euroTemperature ( 

  datum   DATE 

, city  CHAR(20) 

, temp    tCelsTemp); 

INSERT INTO usTemperature VALUES ('3.1.2003', 'Anchorage' 

                                , -6.0::tFahrTemp); 

INSERT INTO euroTemperature VALUES ('3.1.2003', 'Rovaniemi' 

                                , -20.0::tCelsTemp); 

SELECT AVG(temp::DECIMAL(3,1)) FROM usTemperature 
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User-defined casts 

SELECT * FROM usTemperature  

   WHERE temp < ALL (SELECT temp FROM euroTemperature) 

CREATE FUNCTION cTof (cTemp tCelsTemp) RETURNING tFahrTemp; 

   RETURN (9/5*cTemp::DECIMAL(3,1)+32)::tFahrTemp;  

END FUNCTION; 

CREATE EXPLICIT CAST (tCelsTemp AS tFahrTemp WITH cTof); 

SQL ERROR(-674): Routine (equal) cannot be resolved 

 defining of  explicit CAST for direct comparison values of two distinct  DISTINCT types:  

SELECT * FROM usTemperature  

 WHERE temp < ALL (SELECT temp::tFahrTemp FROM euroTemperature); 

SELECT temp::tFahrTemp tempIzrazenaUfahr FROM euroTemperature; 

 with defined CAST operator for converting from tFahrTemp type to u tCelsTemp, next 
query is allowed:    

SELECT * FROM usTemperature WHERE temp::tCelsTemp < ALL ( 

   SELECT temp FROM euroTemperature) 
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OPAQUE TYPE (1) 

 user defined, encapsulated  data  type 

 definition of the structure of the data type (how the data values are 
stored), as well as the functions, operators, and aggregates that  
operate on the opaque data type is required 

 example: "matrix" - there is no appropriate built-in data type  

 

 support functions tell the database server how to interact with the 
internal structure of the data type  

 these functions must be written in the C or Java programming 
language 

 

 ability to define these types of data are extensively used in Datablade 
modules 
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OPAQUE TYPE (2) 

 example of OPAQUE type: 

 circleT OPAQUE data type is type of attribute circle in relation circleR  

 circleT OPAQUE data type is defined as a circle_s structure in C 

 

 

typedef struct { 

   double x; 

   double y; 

} point_s; 

typedef struct { 

   point_s center; 

   double  radius; 

} circle_s; 

 internal representation 
of circleT type: 

CREATE OPAQUE TYPE circleT (INTERNALLENGTH = 24); 

CREATE FUNCTION circle_in(k_in lvarchar)  

       RETURNS circleT  

   EXTERNAL NAME '/lib/circle.so(circle_input)'  

   LANGUAGE C;  

CREATE IMPLICIT CAST (lvarchar AS circleT  

                      WITH circle_in); 

... 

CREATE FUNCTION radius(circleT) RETURNS FLOAT  

   EXTERNAL NAME '/lib/circle.so'  

   LANGUAGE C; 

... 

(x,y,r) 

 

CREATE TABLE circleR ( 

   circleID  INTEGER, 

   circle    circleT);  

INSERT INTO circleR  

   VALUES (1,'(12.25, 16.00, 13.50)'); 

 external representation of 
circleT type: 
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DataBlade modules (1) 

 software package that extends the functionality of Informix 
database server - number of domain-specific data types and any 
functionality associated with those types 

 features:  

 can be created by users 

 integrated into the system 

 dynamically added and removed 

 unlimited number of included modules 

 required: 

 structures that support new data types 

 routines for input and display of content 

 other functions to handle new data types 
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DataBlade moduli (2) 

 DataBlade modules (built-in*): 

 Geodetic; Informix web feature service for Geospatial Data* 

 Large Object Locator; Large object management* 

 TimeSeries  

 Video Foundation  

 Web  

 Excalibur Text Search; Basic Text Search* 

 Excalibur Image  

 Hierarchical data type* 

 including your own DataBlade module in a database 

 creation of DataBlade module (BladeSmith tool) 

  setup of project for DataBlade module 

  import of objects from another DataBlade module 

  defining of new objects for DataBlade module 

 writing the necessary routines (e.g. in C programming language) 

 installing of DataBlade module 

 registering a DataBlade module in a database (BladeManager tool) 
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Relational vs. OO vs. OR databases 

 

 Relational databases 

 simple data types, powerful query language, high protection 

 Object databases 

 complex data types, tight integration with an object-oriented 
programming language, high performance 

 Object -relational databases 

 complex data types, powerful query language, high protection 
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ORDBMS advantages and disadvantages 

 advantages 

 main advantages come from reuse and sharing 

 functionality embedded in the server can be shared by all applications 

 all possibilities of relational databases preserved  
 the extended relational approach preserves the significant body of 

knowledge and experience that has gone into developing relational 
applications 

 disadvantages 

 complexity 

 dissatisfaction of relational model supporters  
 basic simplicity  and purity of relational model  is lost  
 lower performance than the current relational technology 

 dissatisfaction of object-oriented model supporters  
 dissatisfaction  with used terminology  and object concepts  
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IBM Informix trials and demos 

 Informix databases 

 Informix Developer Edition (no-charge database) 

 Informix Innovator-C Edition (no-charge database) 

 Informix Enterprise Edition (90-day trial only) 

 
 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/informix/downloads.html 

 

 

 

 IBM Informix Products Information Center 
 http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/ifxhelp/v0/index.jsp 

 

 

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/informix/downloads.html
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